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Early-Rise Tips
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ALL MTNCONSTRUCTION

P-Tex Sidewall

Cores

Relative
Dimensioning

Fiber-glass

Less likely to crack P-Tex than 
ABS

Vertically laminated stringers for 
torsional strength.  Not all woods 
are equal, so all are hand picked 
and book-matched.

Proportions scaled to maintain 
constistent turning radius from 
larger ski to smaller ski.

Tri-axial weave, which is 
structurally superior to rect-
angular weave.

Graphics Customize your own topsheet, or 
have us design one for you.

Dreams of powder and 

backcountry booters as well as 

practicality inspired the design of this 

all-mountain ski.  The combination 

of the wide waist and early rise tips provide extra power 

and floatation through the deep powder and crud of the 

backcountry.  The side-cut gives increased handling and lets 

you really dig your rails on the corduroy.  Among our big 

mountain skiers, these bad-boys have remained the favorite.  

While excelling throughout the entire mountain, this ski 

pushes your limits, allowing you to accomplish anything you 

set your mind to.  
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park

181
119-87-119

175
117-87-117

169
115-87-115

PARK

Skier: Curtis Bolduc Photos: Sean Thomas

       Features

True Twin

P-Tex 
Sidewall

Universal
Flex

Park skis by far receive the most abuse, that’s why you 

need some that are reliable and up to the challenge.  The 

Lincolns are true twin-tip park skis that uphold to the abuses 

of anything you can throw in the park.  The twin-tip design 

ensures not only performance while in drive, but also when 

you throw it in reverse. The poppy, light cores will launch you 

off jumps, yet are still stiff enough to the ski the rest of the 

mountain as well.  
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CAMBER

       Features

Reverse 
Camber

P-Tex 
Sidewall

Relative
DimensioningKrumholtz: German: krumm, “crooked, bent, twist-

ed” and Holz, “wood”, what’s a better name for 

our reverse camber ski then ‘bent-wood’?    

Instead of plowing through pow and crud, the reverse camber keeps your 

tips above the surface, allowing for exceptional floatation and control.  These 

babies prove perfectly at home in the back-country as well the front.  If 

snow’s a fallin’, the Krumholtz come a callin’.   

Graphics derived from a painting by non-other than Fortitude team rider Whit 

Boucher.  
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144-120-130

186
138.5-116-125

BIG MTN

You can talk the talk, but can you walk the walk?   

These skis will force you to prove yourself.  

Don’t let the pink robot elephant fool you, the Delirium has a stiff as nails 

core made from vertically laminated stringers of beech, maple, ash, and fir.  

The addition of a spring steel binding plate eliminates those 70 foot front-

flip rip-out explosions.  The zero camber allows for smearing in pow.  This 

ski was designed specifically for speed and big mountain terrain in mind.  

Strap on these ultimate hucking skis, then all you need is your sack!!
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168
144-120-130

LADIES
       Features

P-Tex 
Sidewall

Relative
Dimensioning

These are not your mother’s “shrinked and pinked” ski. Strap 

these on for frill-free,  fast-paced, rippin fun all over the 

mountain. It was designed with the help of our sisters, girlfriends 

and fellow female big-mountain competitors, who know what 

expert chicks want in a ski. The shape and side-cut make for a 

great time in any given weather on any given terrain, especially 

powder. 

161
144-120-130

161
144-120-130



The creation of Fortitude Skis started when we 

saw the ski industry moving in a direction that 

we did not necessarily agree with and believed 

that we could bring a new style to the freeskiing 

world.  The company is rider owned and driven 

with the goal of making a durable and reli-

able pair of skis.  We press each pair of our 

hand-made skis in our shop in Golden, 

CO.  

We would like to give special thanks to Ben Johnson at Focused 
Light, Gif at Ski Kare, Mitch Kortus and all of our willing and 
able interns- including Sam Harrison,  and Joe Ambrosich.

Fortitude Skis, !nc.

13551 W. 43d Dr. Unit Q
Golden, CO 80403

Office 303.279.3465


